
Customer Gas Choice in Ameren Illinois Territory 
 
 
Why incorporate USMS into CSS? 
 
Gas Choice within Ameren Illinois currently exists only under Rider T for GDS2 and 
larger customers, approximately 4,742 meters that all reside in USMS.  Ameren Illinois 
was recently order by the ICC to participate in workshops with the goal of developing 
consensus to implement a small volume transportation (SVT) program.  SVT workshop 
discussions have firmly indicated that GDS2 customers be afforded the flexibility of 
moving between Rider T and Rider SVT based on the tariff terms. 
 
Delivery Service 
Class 

All Customers – by 
Class 

Transportation 
Customers by 
Class* 

Transportation 
Customers as % of 
Total Customers by 
Class 

GDS-1 - Residential 751,120 -0- 0% 
GDS-2 - Non-
Residential 

72,421 3,462 4.8% 

GDS-3 - Non-
Residential  >200 
therms but <1,000 
therms HADU 

1,690 781 46.2% 

GDS-4 - Non-
Residential  >1,000 
therms HADU 

440 338 76.8% 

GDS-5 - Non-
Residential 
Seasonal 

204 161 78.9% 

Totals 825,875 4,742 0.006% 
*Includes customers currently transporting gas and customers scheduled to start 
transporting gas in May 2012 
 
If the ICC orders the implementation of an SVT program at Ameren Illinois (i.e. allowing 
residential customers to have gas choice and reducing the costs of acquisition and 
administration for small non-residential customers), the enrollment, administration and 
billing processes associated with gas transportation will need to be almost completely 
automated to support the anticipated numbers of customers that will be enrolled in gas 
transportation programs. The monthly metering reading schedule will need to change 
from the current first of the month date to reading in-cycle, and a settlement system will 
need to be developed to support this change. 
 
As shown in the table above, ~ 73% of the current transport customers are GDS-2.  
Current functionality in USMS and CSS will not support SVT, especially the movement 
of GDS2 going from one transport program to another.  Consequently, it is necessary to 
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address adding enhanced functionality into USMS, or creating new gas transportation 
functionality in CSS, or keeping the systems totally separate. 
 
Keeping the two systems separate will not provide the customer with seamless 
transitions to and from SVT to Rider T or the reverse, nor does it resolve on-going O&M 
related customer management issues.   USMS requires a new account number be 
established each time a meter is added to USMS which alone makes transitioning of 
customers, payment tracking, and billing untenable if a customer moves choice options 
annually.  Additionally having two systems would only continue to require increased 
O&M since set-up of accounts is manual, CAD billing is a more manual process with 
USMS accounts, and order processing is different. 
 
Enhanced functionality within USMS would be an O&M expense while in CSS because 
of the SVT demand the functionality would be considered a capital investment.  Given 
the ICC lead workshop direct to provide the customer more flexibility and maintaining 
lower costs the capital approach would appear to be the more logical approach.   
Capital estimate to provide full functionality of USMS into CSS is ~ $2.8 million, thus 
providing some opportunity to shareholders for providing this added service. 
 
While there could be a risk of trying to accommodate the USMS modifications during the 
same time as the SVT build effort the risks center on recovery and ROE.  Yes, there is a 
large amount of work to accomplish in two years but it is highly manageable to obtain a 
successful outcome.  Regarding the recovery risk, since the workshop participants, 
including ICC staff desire seamless transition to and from Riders SVT and T for GDS-2 
customers and the only method to assure that successfully is to incorporate USMS into 
CSS the risk is very low.  The risk centering on ROE is outside of our control other than 
making clear our desire to support the wishes of the ICC by providing gas choice with 
optimum flexibility and as timely as possible. 
 
The requested SVT expenditures, inclusive of the ~ $2.8 million, will be used to 
automate the manual processes currently used to support gas transportation customers 
of Ameren Illinois customers. They will significantly mitigate the work load incurred by 
the End User Transportation and CAD groups in implementing and administering choice 
for individual customers.  No functionality or support to the Gas Suppliers will be lost.  
 
Customer Management Concerns: 

• Enrollments in choice (Rider T) have increased significantly in each of the past 
three years (from a base of 2,000 customers to ~ 5,000), and are projected to 
continue to increase due to the quantities of relatively inexpensive shale gas in 
the market. If an SVT program is ordered by the ICC, it's anticipated that 
customer enrollment in gas choice would hit six figures almost immediately due 
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to the likelihood of government aggregation (~ 300,000 in first round) being 
mandated for gas customers. 

 
• Ameren Illinois' existing processes for supporting gas transportation activities rely 

extensively on manual intervention, since they were developed with the 
expectation of only the very largest customers transporting their own gas. These 
manual processes primarily impact the End User Transportation group in Gas 
Supply, the Customer Accounting Department (CAD) in Customer Service group 
and the meter reading resources in Energy Delivery (since all transportation 
customers currently have to be read on a calendar month or first of the month 
basis.) The current and projected growth in transportation customers simply 
exacerbates the existing negative impacts on these business groups. 

• USMS accounts can only be cancel/rebilled back one month.  If any adjustments 
are made in the month prior, they will display on the bill listed as Prior Period 
Adjustment so this actually adjusts 2 months.  

• Cancel only option can be done back one month, then if necessary, the USMS 
account can then be cancel/rebilled one additional month back; however this 
becomes a 3-4 day process so it is very time consuming.  It also requires manual 
follow-up. 

• USMS only interfaces with CSS one time a day during batch runs at 2:15pm, so if 
you process anything in USMS after 2:15pm you have to wait an additional day 
to receive the data.  By incorporating USMS into CSS we would have a "process 
reads now" option similar to the electric side to avoid having to wait several 
days  to see if a mistake or error was found in USMS or move onto the next step 
in the process.   

• Since the cancel/rebill process is so limited in USMS all CMO’s or cancel/rebill 
adjustments must be reviewed to be sure that no manual adjustment is needed 
on the actual bill that is sent to the customer or a Data Repair request is not 
needed in CSS.  Sometime we will see an issue where the readings appear to 
have overturned in CSS when actually they have not, an adjustment was just 
taken further back than the limited months we are allowed to cancel/rebill in 
USMS.   

• USMS does not allow multiple service points, meter, or even lighting on the same 
account.  Each meter requesting to go to USMS must be on a separate 
premise.   In Rate Zone III this has created workarounds however with the 
majority of accounts having multiple services at the same premise we must avoid 
the single account per meter issue to hold down O&M costs.  A separately billed 
account costs ~ $6.21 per year extra O&M per our dual billed work.   We also 
know from customer comments they do not want separate bills from the same 
company. 

• Yearly set up and re-classing for USMS accounts is a complete manual 
process.  CAD must begin this process at least 2 months in advance before the 
actual switching of these customers.  This process also affects several other 
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departments such as Field, Credit, Solutions/Business Center, Treasury, Taxing, 
Muni Department, Call Center and even other areas of CAD. 

• Connect/Disconnects are also manual and cannot be entered into the system by 
the Business Center when the call is taken.  EUT/CAD must determine if the 
customer is in a pool group and wait until monthly billing has been completed 
before the order can be worked in the CSS system.  This process can take up to 
several days to complete depending on which "scenario" the USMS customer 
falls under.  This becomes a problem if the new customer is interested in going to 
transport since we cannot provide an account# to the customer until after the 
connect/disconnect has been processed.  Another issue is if the customer wants 
the physical meter turned off.  The CSR must enter the information through OAS 
and not CSS which of course means that the field may work the order on a day 
other than what was requested and the reads on the meter may not have been 
taken.  Data often get lost in the OAS.   

• USMS does not sent information to CSS stating if a reading has been 
estimated.  Therefore several concerns have come to CAD’s attention regarding 
this. 
• Customer assumes based on the information on their bill that they are 

receiving an actual reading            
o A ~ Actual 
o E ~ Estimate 
o R ~ Revised 
o C ~ Customer Reading 
(Our USMS customers will always see the A for actual regardless of what 
takes place on their account unless the bill read code is manually 
changed.) 

• Illinois Admin Code 280.80 states that we are to notify customers if we are 
estimating their billing.  In the case of USMS customer we are providing them 
with false information.   

• When we are re-classing customer, CSS will disregard any "Estimated" rows 
and allow us to manual review these accounts; however if the account does 
not show us that the row has been estimated in CSS then we would not know 
to manually review these accounts, therefore they could be re-classing in 
error.   

• GCEF's as we do with Non-USMS accounts, we could disregard the 
"estimated" row or even know that we need to correct that row based on 
actuals or GMDS, the time spent on "What happened or why is this reading 
so off" would be lowered.  

• WFM’s are not able to be turned on for USMS accounts therefore if a hi/low, 
GCEF, or another billing issue has come up CAD has to wait for information from 
the field, EUT, or even the customer to determine what the problem may have 
been.  If WFM’s were on then CAD could review this information prior to the 
billing going out the door.  

• Add/Master meters (found on the Rate Zone III side) aggregates the usage for 
the Sub accounts to the Master account.  The Sub accounts will bill Zero and the 
meter readings row will not show the "True" meter readings but "False" readings; 
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therefore if the customer read their on meter on the Sub account they would not 
match. The Master meter readings are not correct either because they are a 
combo of both the sub and the master. The Master account would then bill all 
usage.   

• In Rate Zone III if a customer wants to stop the Add/Master Relationship CAD 
must complete several steps such as CMO to line readings up with the field and 
removal of several other riders/contracts to begin adding/removing the Customer 
Charge.  The biggest problem we see this pose is when an adjustment such as 
stopped/switched meter adjustment must be made.  CAD has no way of 
determining what went through the meter at the separate accounts and must rely 
on EUT for the data which is gathered out of the MV90 database.   

 
 
Based on the above information along with considerations from the workshops USMS 
Transportation functionality should be incorporated as part of SVT to obtain the 
maximum value desired by the workshop participants and optimum customer choice 
flexibility.  Further, as part of the design, it should be noted that supplier tools will be 
expanded.  No current functionality provided to suppliers for gas will be lost. 
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